Programming Homework Help
Many students who have to take an exam in computer science are not ready for it at all. They have
already determined that for them it is a passing exam and in life knowledge on it will not be useful.
So why waste months of your youth and spend them at a soulless computer. Yes, I understand you!
There are much more interesting classes than "cutting" incomprehensible algorithms, various
program constructions, mathematical calculations.
Programming Homework Help
But the exam is close and psychological discomfort comes, black thoughts come up. And you are
illuminated by an idea: whether to address to me for the help to the specially trained person who for
me will solve all problems, will answer all questions in the test on examination? Yes, your idea is
absolutely rational and logical. The only disadvantage is that I have to pay for this service. But
about it a little later in this publication.
Based on global statistics, I would like to inform you that 40% of students who take this or that
exam are not ready for it. For various reasons, they are not ready. And somewhere around 80% of
these 40% (I hope they are not confused in this mathematics) are ready to use the services of a
theoretical programmer who will solve all problems for them.
All they have to do is tick the correct answers and rewrite the ready-made code. But the question is
still in my mind: how legal is it? How legitimate is it to ask for help in the programming exam?
What happens if I get caught, caught, decrypted? I want to please you very much: you do not face
any criminal responsibility for sure! Let's talk about it in more detail.
What kind of problems can a student have if the exam organizers understand that the student does
not pass the exam on his own, but he is supported from outside:
Your answers may be revoked.
You may be removed from the class with a mandatory right of retake.
You may be automatically given an "unsatisfactory" grade with a mandatory retake.
You will be reprimanded in person or in public, chewed, and given a mini-lecture on morality and
morality.
They may call your parents to report an incident or invite them to a one-to-one conversation.
In principle, this is all the consequences that you can expect in case of your "puncture". Do you
agree that it is not lethal? Here I am talking about the same thing!
What sanctions will not be applied to you so that it does not happen at the exam:
You will not be charged with a criminal case.
You will not be imposed an administrative fine, because you are not an official.
You will not be expelled from the university.

Brief CV: Do not be afraid to help on the programming exam, even if the organizers "sniff out" that
someone is helping you. You will not experience any serious consequences or problems.

